
 

                        

ALPHA LOW pH 
Product Description: 
ALPHA LOW pH introduces the next generation of unique synergistic formula chemistry to provide 

outstanding cleaning performance not previously seen in Auto Car Wash Applications. Applied in 

conjunction with ALPHA PRE-SOAK and ALPHA BOOST to provide industry best single pass 

wash programs.  

 ALPHA LOW pH combines an organic acid & water softening citrates derived from citric acid and 
specialised surfactants - creating a product to be safer on vehicles- safer on equipment – safer for 
site operators. 
 
ALPHA LOW pH applied in combination with Alpha Pre-Soak and Alpha Boost is the next generation 

of Auto In-Bay presoak cleaning and will provide exceptional vehicle cleaning, up to 50% better than 

any competitor’s product. The combination creates a synergistic benefit that can easily remove 

layered soils that build up on the vehicles surface. A better cleaning allows improvement in 

application of Tri foam Conditioners & Protectants.  

NOTHING CLEANS like ALPHA LOW pH in combination with ALPHA BOOST and ALPHA PRE-SOAK as 

a single pass.  As a maintenance wash its best vehicles go through the auto car wash regularly. 

ALPHA PRESOAK with ALPHA BOOST requires 2 passes, when ALPHA LOW PH isn’t used. 

Features for Benefits  
Lower Alkalinity    =   Safer on Vehicles, Equipment & Site Operators  
Increased Cleaning Capacity   =   Cuts Through In-Organic soils  
Cleans and Brightens   =   Wheels, :Lenz Covers, Chrome  
Show room finish                =   Improves Trifioam Conditioners & Protectant performance  

 

Application: 

Alpha is best applied through on-site set-up by Castle’s specialist installer. Site equipment 

will determine best application rates.  
Handling Precautions: Keep out of reach of children. May be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Wear suitable eye 

protection and rubber gloves when handling this product. Castle Chemicals advocates that care be taken when using all chemical 

cleaning products. For further information, please consult the Safety Data Sheet.   

MANUFACTURED BY CASTLE CHEMICALS IN AUSTRALIA. 

SHELF LIFE: As a quality assured manufacturer, Castle Chemicals has a stringent Quality assurance programme. As part of this regime, the label on 

this product shows a batch number and date of manufacture. This product has a shelf life of 12 months from the label printed date of manufacture.  This 
information contained herein is based on data considered accurate.  However, no warranty is expressed or implied regarding the accuracy of these data 
or the results to be obtained from the use thereof.  Castle Chemicals assumes no responsibility for personal injury or property damage to vendees, users 
or third parties caused by the material.  Such vendees or users assume all risks associated with the use of material.  


